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OUTLOOK  

Short term outlook  
 

▪ Hostile rhetoric towards the US from pro-Iranian and hardline Shia factions underline heightened anti-US 

sentiments following President Trump’s comment about continued US troop presence to counter Iran.  This is 

not unprecedented however and is unlikely to affect commercial operations on the ground.  The GoI’s response 

also highlight that US-Iraqi relations remain driven by pragmatic recognition of the necessity of continued 

western military and commercial support which is unlikely to change.  

 

▪ The territorial defeat of IS in Syria will likely incentivize IS cells and sympathisers to stage retaliatory attacks in 

permissive areas of Iraq.  VBIED attacks in Mosul City and continuing high levels of IS activity in northern Diyala 

province and Salah-al-Din province underline that the group continues to pose a long-term security challenge.  

While retaining intent to stage attacks in Baghdad and the South, the group remains restricted in terms of 

capability to escalate operations in these areas.   

 
▪ An increase in protest activity has been witnessed in the southern region in recent weeks, coinciding with an 

expected uptick ahead of the spring and summer when temperatures rise.  Protests have for the most part 

remained peaceful, with limited effect on commercial operations, but protests this week in Basra City where 

dispersed with tear gas following a confrontation with security forces, underlining that tensions remain high.  

 

▪ Prime Minister Mahdi’s office ordered the extension of the International Zone opening hours on April 01, 2019.  

As of April 02, in addition to one through lane of the International Zone being open between 1700hrs and 

1030hrs daily, additional 24-hour periods of public transit will be allowed on weekends and bank holidays.  

Weekend opening will run from 1700hrs on Thursdays through to 1030hrs on Sundays.  

 

▪ Political focus now remains on the four Cabinet of Minister positions that remain unresolved, including those of 

the Defence and Interior Ministers.  Opposition from Moqtada Al-Sadr’s Sairoun alliance to the selection of 

partisan figures for the remaining posts means that there is an associated risk of demonstrations as tensions 

remain high, especially in Baghdad.   

Medium to long term outlook  

 
▪ Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS 

operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk.  Attacks will continue to target 

security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security 

forces.    

 
▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an 

insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets, 

the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and 

along the Hamrin Mountains.  

 
▪ Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern region. Long-term tensions are also expected to be driven by the return of militia factions 

expecting material and social rewards for their contribution in the campaign against IS. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Iraqi blocs name five candidates for vacant cabinet posts 
Iraqi parliamentary blocs have named five candidates for the interior and defence ministers’ posts, member of the 

parliament’s Security and Defence Committee Bard al-Zayadi said without giving further details.  The proposed 

names were sent to Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi to choose the best from among them, Zayadi told press on 

March 31.   “Then, the cabinet will send the chosen names to the parliament to vote on them next week”, Zayadi 

stated.  “Understandings over the candidates for the remaining ministries reached a final stage and the ball is now 

in the prime minister’s court,” he said.  

 

Basra Provincial Council votes to turn Basra into a semi-autonomous region (non-

binding) 
Basra Provincial Council held a vote on the province’s autonomy during an extraordinary session on Monday night 

(April 01). The council voted unanimously to turn Basra into a semi-autonomous region.  The head of the provincial 

council, Sabah Bazouni, said that the council voted to begin the legal procedure to turn Basra into a semi-

autonomous region akin to that of the Kurdistan Region. He also added that the council has formed a committee 

to follow up on the case and accrue support for the idea. However, the specificities of the nature of this region, its 

powers and independence from the central government have not been specified. 

 

Two major Iraqi Kurdish parties strike deal to form government 
Two major parties in Iraq’s northern autonomous Kurdistan Region have struck a deal to form a new regional 

government cabinet, putting an end to weeks of uncertainty and speculation in local media and among pundits 

who predicted a deadlock, Kurdish news outlets reported on April 03.  The Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and 

the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) have reached an agreement on sharing top posts of the next cabinet of the 

autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), said breaking news reports in media outlets from across the 

political spectrum in the region.   

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Moderate Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

 
* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**  North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din, Kirkuk & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Diwaniyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra  
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OVERVIEW 

Political 
 

Iraqi blocs name five candidates for vacant cabinet posts 

Iraqi parliamentary blocs have named five candidates for the interior and defence ministers’ posts, member of the 

parliament’s Security and Defence Committee Bard al-Zayadi said without giving further details.  The proposed 

names were sent to Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi to choose the best from among them, Zayadi told press on 

March 31.   “Then, the cabinet will send the chosen names to the parliament to vote on them next week”, Zayadi 

stated.  “Understandings over the candidates for the remaining ministries reached a final stage and the ball is now 

in the prime minister’s court,” he said.   

 

Basra Provincial Council votes to turn Basra into a semi-autonomous region (non-binding) 

Basra Provincial Council held a vote on the province’s autonomy during an extraordinary session on Monday night 

(April 01). The council voted unanimously to turn Basra into a semi-autonomous region.  The head of the provincial 

council, Sabah Bazouni, said that the council voted to begin the legal procedure to turn Basra into a semi-

autonomous region akin to that of the Kurdistan Region. He also added that the council has formed a committee 

to follow up on the case and accrue support for the idea. However, the specificities of the nature of this region, its 

powers and independence from the central government have not been specified.  

 

Iraq’s Sadr says Golan is ‘Arab’ territory 

In his first remarks after months of absence from public appearance, Iraqi Shia cleric Moqtada al-Sadr has said 

that the occupied Golan Heights is an Arab territory.  Sadr posted a hashtag in Arabic reading “Golan is Arab 

[territory]” on his Twitter account on March 29.  The influential cleric, whose Saeroun bloc came first in the May 

2018 parliamentary election, did not add any further words to the tweet.  This comes after US President Donald 

Trump issued a decision recognising Israel’s sovereignty over the Syrian Golan Heights, seized from Syria in 

1967.   

 

Iraqi president sees no ‘serious opposition’ to US troops 

Iraqi President Barham Saleh has said that he sees no “serious opposition” to the presence of US forces in 

Iraq.  Saleh explained that the US forces’ main mission is to assist Iraqi forces in their fight against Islamic 

State.  “There is a general consensus among main political parties in the country over Iraq’s need for the support 

of US forces,” the president said in an interview for the Associated Press which was highlighted by Iraqi media on 

March 30.  “The [US troops] are here on a specific mission, which is enabling Iraqi forces to fight IS militants,” 

Saleh said.  He was also quoted by Baghdad Today news website as saying that any violation by the US troops' 

mission would be opposed by many political leaders.  According to the website, more than five thousand US troops 

are deployed in Iraq as part of a security agreement between the two countries, through which the US gives support 

and assistance to the Iraqi forces in their fight against IS. 

 

Iraqi Speaker demands US waiver to buy Iranian electricity 

Iraq has called on the US administration to extend an exemption to sanctions on Iran to allow Baghdad to buy 

electricity from Tehran. Iraqi Speaker Mohammed al-Halbousi told the US Institute of Peace on March 29 that 

"although Iraq is an oil exporting country, we could not achieve economic independence... We need to import 

electricity from Iran for three years," The Baghdad Post website reported.  "Iraq shares long borders with Iran and 

we don't want to be in dispute," the Iraqi Speaker, who is on a visit to the USA, added.  Halbousi stated that the 

sanctions on Iran would hinder the trade exchange between Baghdad and Tehran.   

 

In addition, Al-Halbousi has attributed the delay in naming the new defence and interior ministers to “personal 

stubbornness of some blocs". In his speech at the Washington Institute of Peace, Halbousi said that reconciliation 

in Iraq should take place by resolving the conflicts between political parties. The Speaker also highlighted the need 

for efforts of the United States and international partners to “defeat Islamic State and its extremist ideology and to 
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prevent the financial support the group receives to carry out terrorist attacks".  Halbousi also warned that IS might 

“exploit the problems and anger of displaced Iraqis in refugee camps to bring back danger to the country".  

“Sectarian strife no longer poses a threat to Iraq. However, some political parties are making use of old disputes 

to achieve political gains,” he added.  Halbousi also met US Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell and discussed 

with him the relations between the two countries and the counter-terrorism efforts, according to a press release 

published on the former's official Facebook page.  The Speaker told McConnell that IS not only targets Iraq but 

also the world, urging the international community to unite to fight the extremist group.  "Iraq has made sacrifices 

on behalf of the world and has achieved a military victory with the blood of its sons and with the support of friends, 

including the US,” he said, adding that “terrorism must be defeated once and for all”.  Halbousi added that IS’s 

remaining pockets and sleeper cells pose a real challenge to Iraq that needs continued cooperation with its friends 

to achieve stability and security.  Halbousi arrived in Washington on March 27 and met with US officials to discuss 

bilateral relations and the need of the Iraqi government for international efforts to bring back stability to the areas 

formerly held by IS around the country. 

 

Iraq president calls for dialogue among Arab leaders 

Iraqi President Barham Saleh has called for dialogue among Arab leaders in order to overcome  outstanding 

problems and boost joint action.  Addressing the 30th Arab summit in Tunisia on March 31, Saleh said that the 

Arab nations are “in dire need” of seeing their leaders being involved in a “frank dialogue”.  “Our peoples will be 

happier if we return back to them while agreeing on a roadmap for facing our big challenges,” Saleh said.  He 

added that the Arab states are in need of working together to promote the values of understanding and joint action 

to overcome the challenges the region is facing.  “We should admit that the challenges are serious and enormous. 

But we should note that the chances of overcoming these challenges and their dangers are still possible. It is also 

still possible to act with responsibility to resolve the common, unescapable crises,” Saleh said.   

 

He noted that Iraq had achieved “victory” against the Islamic State group, thanking the international US-led 

coalition and the “friends” who helped his country in its war on terror.  He added that the Iraqi “victory” should be 

completed with an approach to “undermine the deviant thought, dry out the sources of funding extremism and 

terrorism, rebuild the liberated cities, and return the displaced people to their homes”.  Regarding the US 

recognition of Israel’s sovereignty of the occupied Golan Heights, Saleh stressed Baghdad’s “categorical rejection 

of Israel annexing Golan”, emphasising that it is a Syrian territory. 

 

 

Two major Iraqi Kurdish parties strike deal to form government 

Two major parties in Iraq’s northern autonomous Kurdistan Region have struck a deal to form a new regional 

government cabinet, putting an end to weeks of uncertainty and speculation in local media and among pundits 

who predicted a deadlock, Kurdish news outlets reported on April 03.  The Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and 

the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) have reached an agreement on sharing top posts of the next cabinet of the 

autonomous Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), said breaking news reports in media outlets from across the 

political spectrum in the region.  The urgent news came after KDP party leader Massoud Barzani earlier yesterday 

(April 03) warned that the Kurdistan Region parliament would no longer wait for PUK officials to make up their 

minds delaying the formation of a new Kurdish government cabinet and would soon press ahead with forming a 

government alone if no agreement was reached. 

 

Latif Sheikh Omer, in a press conference, said that his party was satisfied with the distribution of seats in the KRG 

cabinet, although he did not reveal specifics about the way in which the KRG cabinet will be divided, saying that 

the PUK would officially sign the deal later on Wednesday. 

 

Al-Mahdi to visit Saudi Arabia and Iran 

The Iraqi Prime Minister, Adil Abd al-Mahdi, announced during his weekly press conference that he 

will be visiting both Saudi Arabia and Iran in the coming weeks. These trips are being conducted in a bid to 

strengthen bilateral relations with both neighbouring countries and position Iraq as a regional mediator between 
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the rivalling regional powers. This comes just before a large delegation from the joint Iraq-Saudi Coordination 

Committee, which includes the Saudi Arabian Minister of Energy, met the Prime Minister to discuss a number of 

issues related to trade and investment, including border crossings, custom fees and mutual investments in Iraq. 

With Iran ramping up its diplomatic efforts to woo Iraq into expanding its economic relations with its Persian 

neighbour, Iraq is keen to show Saudi Arabia, a potentially important wealthy benefactor that can help rebuild 

Iraq’s shattered cities and infrastructure devastated by war, that it is determined to maintain a balanced relationship 

with other countries as well.   

 

Saudi king pledges $1bn to build sports city in Iraq 

Saudi King Salman bin Abdel Aziz Al Saudi has pledged a grant worth $1bn towards building a sports city in the 

Iraqi capital Baghdad.  The move comes as part of a package of political and economic measures by Riyadh that 

aim to improve its relations with Baghdad.  Saudi Arabia will also open a consulate in Baghdad later on April 04 

and plans to open three other consulates in Iraq in the future. The inauguration of the Baghdad-based consulate 

will open doors for Iraqis to apply for visas to Saudi Arabia. Previously, Iraqis had their visas processed in Jordan, 

according to Iraqia News.   Meanwhile, a large Saudi economic delegation, which includes nine ministers and 

dozens of businessmen, started a visit to Baghdad on April 03.  The delegation will discuss investment 

opportunities in Iraq with the country’s officials. 

Security 
 

Islamic State supporters mock reward to catch group's leader 

Islamic State group (IS) supporters online have mocked leaflets allegedly dropped in Iraq offering a reward of 25 

million US dollars for information that might lead to the capture of the group’s leader. On April 03, a number of IS 

supporters posted on the messaging app Telegram photos showing leaflets purportedly dropped by coalition 

airplanes in Iraq, asking those with information on Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi to get in touch via phone, text or 

WhatsApp. Local mainstream media had covered the new bounty offer.   “The leader of Daesh and his fighters 

stole your land and killed your people, and now he is hiding in safety away from the death and destruction that he 

planted. With your information, you can take revenge on him and his destruction,” the leaflet reads.  According to 

local media sources, the leaflets, which carried a picture of al-Baghdadi, were dropped over desert areas in the 

country’s western province of Anbar, which shares borders with Syria.  Pro-IS Telegram user Mu’assasat Dalil al-

Ansar said that IS’s staunch enemy, al-Qaeda, will use this as an opportunity to provide information in exchange 

for money.  The user called on IS supporters to ring the hotline numbers listed on the leaflets “day and night” to 

keep the lines busy.  Another user called the coalition move “foolish” and praised al-Baghdadi, describing him as 

smart and patient. Some users posted audio clips of old speeches from the IS leader and commended him. Most 

IS supporters did not give any opinion and rather simply shared images of the leaflet. Silence or sarcasm are a 

typical response from IS supporters in such cases.   

Humanitarian 
 

Iraqi Government announces state of emergency due to flooding 

The Government of Iraq has announced a state of emergency in several provinces across the country due to 

prospects of further flooding. With forecasters reportedly predicting additional heavy rain over the next several 

days, the Deputy Minister of Interior, Aqil Khaz Ali, said that a state of emergency has been issued in the provinces 

of Kirkuk, Nineveh, Salahuddin, Diyala, Wasit, and Maysan. He added that municipal teams are preparing to assist 

residents in areas most at risk of flooding. Torrential rain and flooding have had a disastrous impact on the 

livelihoods of thousands of Iraqis across the country,  especially those reliant on agriculture for sustenance. 

Meanwhile, water has begun entering the bell-mouth spillway at the Dukan Dam for the first time since 1988 due 

to the high-water levels. Heavy rains over the last week have caused the dam’s reservoir to reach capacity and 

cause localised flooding. However, authorities fear that with more water seeping through the dam, there will be 

further flooding downstream. 
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Moves by Mahdi to head off potential repeat of 2018 summer violence 

The Iraqi Prime Minister, Adil Abd al-Mahdi, has issued a directive to the Ministry of Electricity following a meeting 

with the Minister of Electricity, Luay al-Khateeb, to cut electricity to government ministries’ offices and headquarters 

during the summer months and divert the supply of electricity to residential areas, with only some ministries exempt 

from this decision including the Ministry of Health. The remaining ministries will be powered by electricity 

generators.  

 

Visa fees between Iraq and Iran to be removed 

The Iranian embassy in Baghdad announced that all visa fees between Iran and Iraq are to be removed as part of 

an agreement signed last month to ease and increase bilateral trade. The deal is part of a wider effort by Tehran 

to strengthen relations with Iraq and integrate itself economically within the country in the face of mounting pressure 

from the United States to counter Iran’s influence. Contrary to earlier reports, the agreement pledges to make 

tourism, pilgrimage and commerce visas free to citizens of both countries starting from the April 01, 2019. Critics 

say that the move is likely to benefit Iran more than Iraq and could have a negative economic impact on the latter 

as the number of Iranians who visit Iraq is significantly higher than the number of Iraqis who visit Iran. According 

to figures floating around in Iraqi media outlets, approximately 100,000 Iraqis visit Iran per year compared to the 9 

million Iranians who visit Iraq annually. Millions of Iranian pilgrims travel to Iraq every year to visit religious shrines 

in Iraq, particularly the Imam Hussain Shrine in Karbala during the annual Arba’een pilgrimage.  

Economy 
 

Iraq’s oil exports fall to 3.377 million barrels 

The Iraqi Ministry of Oil announced that Iraq’s oil exports fell to an average of 3.377 million barrels per day (bpd) 

in March compared to 3.62 million bpd in February. The drop in exports has been attributed to two causes. Firstly, 

poor weather has severely disrupted loadings and has forced a cut in production in some oilfields in Basra, 

including the Majnoon oil field, where output declined in mid-March by 140,000 bpd from 240,000 bpd earlier in 

the month. Additionally, Iraq was forced to halt crude oil loading at its southern terminals due to poor weather. The 

second reason for the drop in oil exports has been the production-cutting agreements between OPEC producing 

countries, which has seen Iraq produce below its maximum capacity of 5 million bpd. 

 
Iraq signs agreement to import electricity from Saudi Arabia 

Iraq has signed an agreement to import electricity from Saudi Arabia, Minister of Oil Thamir al-Ghadhban said on 

April 04.  The agreement also includes plans to build power plants in Iraq, according to press reports.  A Saudi 

economic delegation that includes the energy and investment ministers arrived in Iraq on 3 April for the second 

Saudi-Iraq coordination council meeting, an initiative launched in 2017 to upgrade diplomatic relations.  The recent 

rapprochement between Saudi Arabia and Iraq is seen as part of Riyadh's efforts to contain Iran’s growing 

influence in the region.  Iraq was previously buying about 1,000 megawatts from Iran via two lines in Diyala, another 

in Basra and a fourth in the southern city of Amara in Maysan Province.  Last year, Iran cut electricity supplies to 

Iraq due to unpaid bills. The Iranian move has exacerbated the country’s electricity crisis, creating widespread 

demonstrations across several provinces in southern Iraq.  After the Iranian decision, the Iraqi government has 

been in negotiations with the Saudis to sign energy agreements. 
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces  

 

 

 

In Nineveh province this week, the head of Iraq’s Joint Operations Command (JOC), Yahya Rasul, has announced 

the arrest of the owners of the tourist island which the capsized ferry of Mosul was heading towards.  The official 

confirmed that the JOC had arrested island owners Ubayd Ibrahim and his son Rayan in coordination with 

Kurdistan, the Kurdish, Baghdad-based website Shafaq News reported on March 30. A ferry capsized in the Tigris 

River in Mosul on March 21, killing at least 100 people, as it was carrying passengers to a tourist island amid 

Nowruz celebrations.  The Supreme Judicial Council of Iraq later announced the arrest of nine workers of the ferry 

company and issued arrest warrants against the ship's owner and the owners of the tourist island.  In addition, it 

was reported that ISF arrested several members of a suspected Islamic State cell responsible for the two VBIED 

attacks in the Muthana and Majmua al-Thaqafiyah areas in eastern Mosul city on Feb 28 and March 08, 2019.  

 

Islamic State has also claimed this week a series of attacks against the Iraqi army in the northern city of Mosul.  In 

a statement published via the messaging app Telegram on April 04, the group claimed to have targeted an army 

vehicle in ‘Saddam’ neighbourhood on April 03, allegedly killing one soldier.  On the same day, IS claimed to have 

destroyed an army vehicle carrying soldiers in ‘al-Zarqawi’ neighbourhood using an Improvised Explosive Device 

(IED), allegedly killing one solider.  In a separate claim published on April 04, IS said its militants attacked with 
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hand grenades an army checkpoint at "al-Jisr al-Rabie’" intersection, allegedly injuring two soldiers.  All claimed 

attacks reportedly took place in the eastern part of Mosul.   

 

An increase in IS activity in Kirkuk province was recorded this week, particularly in Daquq to the south east of 

Kirkuk city.  IS militants attacked a predominantly Kurdish village in the area overnight on March 29 with a civilian 

reportedly killed in the attack which took place in the village of Sheikh Mahmoud.  In addition, insurgents destroyed 

a communications tower owned by the Iraqi telecommunications company Asiacell in Daquq district on March 

28.  Idriss Haji Adel, Deputy Director of the Kirkuk Patriotic Union of Kurdistan in Kirkuk told press that IS destroyed 

the tower with an IED in the ‘seven caves’ area of Daquq.  Six Federal Police personnel, including two officers, 

were killed in an ambush by suspected IS militants on April 04. The 1st Regiment of the 19th Brigade of the Federal 

Police was conducting a search and destroy operation against IS hideouts in the Tal al-Basal village in the Daquq 

district of Kirkuk when they were ambushed by the militants. According to a statement released by the Federal 

Police, the deputy commander of the regiment, another officer, and four other policemen were killed in the attack. 

As a result of the increase in IS activity, the Iraqi MOD announced that 14 x IS insurgents were killed in airstrikes 

south west of Daquq on April 05.   

 

Meanwhile, in Hawijah, ISF seized an IED making factory during a search operation in the al-Rashad sub-district 

of on April 03, and a member of the PMU 56 Bde ( Sunni Tribesmen) was wounded in a repelled IS attack on a 

security outpost near the village of Akulah in Hawijah district on April 01.  Meanwhile, according to news reports 

on April 04, a Kurdish village near Makhmour district, southwest of Erbil, was evacuated after IS threats to civilians 

in the region.  The village of Gird Graw is located near the Qarachokh mountain near Makhmour, which has been 

under the control of the Iraqi Army since the Kurdish Independence Referendum of October 2017.  Around 20 

families fled after insurgents entered the village late on April 02.  Finally, the Iraqi Air Force launched an air strike 

targeting three hideouts and a cave used by Daesh terrorists in the Hamrin Mountains in Riyadh district, in the 

south west of Kirkuk province. A military source told NINA news that the attack was based on intelligence 

information.   

 

In Salah-al-Din province this week, on the morning of March 30, a member of the PMU’s 313th Bde (Sadrist Militia 

- Peace Brigades) was killed and two others were wounded in an IS attack on a security outpost in the ‘Kuwaiti’ 

area near the Tigris River in the Ishaqi sub-district of Balad.  In addition to this attack, a federal police officer and 

a commander of the pro-government Sunni tribal militia were killed in an IS attack in Tal al-Dahab village, also in 

Balad district as a combined security force commenced a search operation in the vicinity. ISF began a search 

operation in the Mazari'e area which is situated on the outskirts of Balad in response to the attack.  It was also 

reported that the Iraqi army killed several IS militants in airstrikes on Salah-al-Din Province on April 02.  “The 

airstrikes resulted in the dumping of two boats, destruction of a hotbed and a tunnel and the death and injury of a 

group of IS terrorist militants in the west of Samarra island,” a statement by the Security Media Cell said.  Finally, 

the PMU’s Peace Brigades reportedly killed three IS members in an artillery barrage south west of Samarra on 

April 05. 

 

High levels of violence continue in Diyala province, driven by a mix of local tensions, sectarian violence and IS 

activity.  Two ISF members were wounded when an IED planted on an agricultural road detonated against a 

security patrol near the village of Sheik Tammi, 25 km south of Baqubah and one ISF member was wounded when 

a legacy land mine from the Iran-Iraq war of the 1980s detonated on the outskirts of Mendali sub-district.  It was 

also reported this week that the Iraqi air force launched a number of strikes on April 02 against IS positions in the 

area of Zour Hanbis in the district of Muqdadiyah and an IED detonation wounded a member of the Oil Police 

Force on the outskirts of Mansuriyah.   Finally, on the evening of April 03, one ISF member was killed and four 

others were wounded in an IS attack on a security checkpoint near the Awsij valley area, situated on the outskirts 

of Jalawla sub-district according to unconfirmed reporting.  The attack led to a major ISF search operation in the 

area.   
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

Activity in Anbar province this week was dominated by the VBIED attack on April 05, which detonated in Al-Rutbah 

in western Anbar killing two people and wounding three people.  The attack targeted shepherds in the area.  In 

addition, on March 31, an IA Brigade, backed by a police commando regiment carried out an operation against a 

group of IS militants in the al-Hareijiah area in the northeast of Ramadi.  Colonel Malik Obeid, leader of the 

commando regiment, told press that “a fierce clash erupted between the two sides, during which the ISF killed an 

IS militant and captured another”.  ISF also reportedly arrested an alleged aide to a prominent IS commander 

named as Abu Anas al-Libi, in Qaim district on April 03.   

 

Separately a newspaper article claimed that over 10,000 US forces are stationed in two occupied bases in al-

Anbar province.  The Arabic-language al-Ma'alomeh news website quoted the head of Badr Organization's office 

in al-Anbar province as saying that the number of US forces deployed in Ein al-Assad and al-Habaniyeh bases 

has increased to 10,000, adding that they have been supplied with the state-of-the-art weapons and military 

equipment.  The official said that the two bases also host the US marines who have been transferred recently from 

Syria to the region, noting that 90% of the US soldiers in Iraq are combat forces and are not considered as military 

advisors.  Other reports said last month that the American forces had established two military bases in al-Anbar 

province on Iraq's international road close to the borders with Syria and Jordan.  The Arabic-language al-Akhbar 

newspaper reported in early March that the US forces had built up the first base on the Baghdad-Damascus 

international road, formerly known as H3, while a second military centre had been established to the south of the 

first base and to the south of the Baghdad-Amman international road, in addition to 13 other US bases spread 

across the country.  It noted that the first base had practically started operation, but the second one was being 
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equipped, adding that the Americans had also set up two other new bases in al-Rutbah region which might be 

intended to serve as new air bases.  Sources said that Washington was trying to gain control of Baghdad-

Damascus and Baghdad-Amman international roads and the large amount of gas resources in the region in 

addition to monitoring the resistance pivot consisting of Tehran, Baghdad, Damascus and Beirut.  
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

 

Another relatively quiet reporting period in the City this week.  Violent trends remained unchanged from previous 

weeks and as such driven by criminal activity and local tensions confined to areas typically associated with high 

levels of violence.  The pilgrimage for the commemoration of the death of the 7th Imam, Musa al-Kadhim on April 

02 passed off peacefully with no reported security incidents. Meanwhile, Prime Minister al-Mahdi ordered the 

reopening of the International Zone (IZ) for 24-hour periods on Fridays and public holidays in addition to the already 

implemented daily opening hours between 1700 and 1030 hrs.  In the future it will be opened for 24 hours every 

weekend (open 1700hrs on Thursdays and close at 1030hrs on Sundays).     

 

On April 03 it was reported that a low-yield IED detonated outside the private residence of a municipal figure in the 

Baghdad al-Jadida area, causing material damage but no casualties.  It is assessed that this incident is likely 

related to a personal dispute or the ongoing campaign launched by Baghdad Municipality to remove illegal slums 

and mobile shacks in various marketing areas in Baghdad.  No large-scale demonstrations took place however on 

the afternoon of March 28, approximately 25 street vendors gathered in Karada District protesting against the 

removal of their mobile stalls and to demand the designation of an alternative area to trade in.   

 

No significant changes were noted in the provincial areas over the week, with violence confined to population 

centres generally characterised by local tensions.  As such, low-level SAF attacks took place in Abu Ghraib,  and 

Taji district, north of Baghdad on April 03.  Local media reported that a unit from the Energy Police Directorate 

exchanged gunfire with several armed men riding in a four-door Sedan, and carrying medium calibre weapons, 

who opened fire at a security outpost IVO of ‘Rig 26’ within the East Baghdad Oilfield in Nahrawan district, south 
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east of Baghdad city on April 03.  The rig is reportedly operated by the Chinese state-run Zhenhua Oil Company.  

No casualties were reported, and ISF reportedly managed to arrest the perpetrators after a short pursuit.  The 

reason for this attack is not yet known.   
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

 

A relatively subdued reporting period in the southern provinces this week.  In Dhi Qar, Amir Salim, a member of 

the Dhi Qar Provincial Council, has issued a formal request for his province to be included in a semi-autonomous 

southern region with Basra Province. Salim said in a statement that the province of Dhi Qar, like the rest of the 

southern provinces, have suffered from marginalisation and neglect by the central government. The development 

may indicate that calls for the formation of a semi-independent region in southern Iraq is gathering momentum, 

although no other official from provinces outside of Basra have made a similar request as of yet. 

 

Protest action in the south has been limited this week.  In Diwaniyah, a number of temporary employees 

demonstrated in front of the provincial council building in Diwaniyah city, demanding permanent employment and 

on the morning of April 04, dozens of university graduates demonstrated in front of the Maysan Education 

Directorate in Amarah city, demanding job opportunities. 

 

Also in Maysan,  on April 03 an IED reportedly detonated in the Dour al-Naft area of central Amarah city, outside 

the private residence of Adnan Noshi, head of Maysan Oil Company (MOC), causing arterial damage but no 

casualties. The incident was denied in a subsequent press statement issued by the MOC media office, claiming 

that the detonation of the low-yield IED took place IVO of an amusement park near Dour al-Naft area but not 

outside Noushi's house.  In addition, a security source said that an argument between ISF and a group of farmers 

in the a-Salam sub-district of al-Maymouna, south of Amarah escalated into an exchange of gunfire that left one 

security member dead and two others wounded on April 03.  The farmers had reportedly attempted to open a 

water canal towards the marshes to avoid flooding. (NFDK). 
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Another reasonably subdued week was recorded in Basra; tribal fighting in northern districts was recorded again 

midweek and required ISF involvement to restore order. This coming only four days after the Basra Police Chief - 

Lieutenant-General Rashid Falih – claimed that Basra was currently free of tribal conflict after forces under his 

command had taken legal action against perpetrators. The most violent incident recorded near Rumaila on the 

evening of April 05 with one killed and five injured.  

 

Again and for the second week in a row Basrawis braced for potential provincial flooding given the continued 

deluge of rain across the northern provinces of Iraq and across the eastern border in Iran. To date, Basra has 

escaped with only minor damage and limited deaths – these mainly in the areas of Abu al-Khasib and al-Faw.  

 

A number of IED incidents this week have been linked to intimidation – the devices more akin to a fireworks ‘Sound 

Bomb’, which is designed to create fear rather than casualties or significant property damage. However, on the 

evening of April 01 a slightly larger device only partially functioned targeting a vehicle belonging to - Mohammed 

Abdul Amir - the Director General of the state-run Southern Power Distribution Company. Amir has reportedly 

been exposed to two failed assassination attempts over the past few years, having been in the Director General’s 

position since 2004. Many Basrawis see him as corrupt and the reason behind the lack of progress in the supply 

of this essential commodity. 

 

Protest action continued this period, but once again a reduction was witnessed – those attending maintaining 

decorum and dignity to more eloquently put across their grievances. Protests and local political rhetoric regarding 

efforts to advance Basra’s failing infrastructure, lack of employment, fiscal share and autonomy project will 

continue. A lack of national political support for autonomy, the current impasse in completing the Federal cabinet 

and Iraq’s fiscal difficulties however, are likely to once again ensure that such activity fails to gain significant traction 

out with the Basra Provincial Council. 
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point  
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 
 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and 
our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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